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Abstract Divalent Mg2+ ions often serve as cofactors in
enzyme or ribozyme-catalyzed phosphoryl transfer
reactions. In this work, the interaction of Mg2+ ions and
di-metal bridge complexes with phosphates, phosphor-
anes, and other biological ligands relevant to RNA
catalysis are characterized with density functional
methods. The effect of bulk solvent is treated with two
continuum solvation methods (PCM and COSMO) for
comparison. The relative binding affinity for different
biological ligands to Mg2+ are quantified in different
protonation states. The structure and stability of the
single-metal and di-metal complexes are characterized,
and the changes in phosphate and phosphorane geom-
etry induced by metal ion binding are discussed. Di-
metal bridge complexes are a ubiquitous motif and the
key factors governing their electrostatic stabilization are
outlined. The results presented here provide quantitative
characterization of metal ion binding to ligands of
importance to RNA catalysis, and lay the groundwork
for design of new generation quantum models that can
be applied to the full biological enzymatic systems.

Keywords Ligand binding Æ Metal ions Æ
Phosphate hydrolysis

Abbreviations DMPH: dimethyl hydrogen phosphate Æ
EP�: ethylene phosphate Æ EPA2�: methyl(ethylene)phos
phorane Æ EPAH�: methyl(ethylene)(hydrogen)phos
phorane Æ EPH: ethylene hydrogen phosphate

Introduction

Metal ion binding to RNA plays a fundamental role in
biological phosphate hydrolysis reactions [1, 2]. Under-
standing the chemical properties and reactivity of
phosphates is of critical importance to determining how
these biomolecules are formed and cleaved. The theo-
retical study of metal ion interactions with biological
ligands has been of great interest in recent years [3, 4, 5,
6]. Although phosphate diesters have been the subject of
numerous theoretical and experimental studies [7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12], phosphate hydrolysis occurring through
metal ion assisted catalysis has received relatively less
attention [13, 14, 15, 16]. However, the abundance of
experimental studies now available for biologically
occurring ribozymes, such as hammerhead and RNase
P, continue to reveal the importance of metal ions to
RNA phosphate hydrolysis [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. In the
hammerhead ribozyme, for instance, phosphate hydro-
lysis occurs 10,000 times faster in the presence of 10 mM
Mg2+ [19]. Understanding the mechanistic details be-
hind this rate enhancement is of critical importance to
further applications, such as drug development for gene
related diseases [23].

Metal ions are assumed to aid in catalysis through
structural stabilization of active conformations and
reactive intermediates/transition states. In some cases
they seem to play a chemical role as well, involving
reaction initiation through proton transfer [13, 19, 24,
25, 26, 27]. It is of interest to determine how ribozyme
conformational changes are induced and stabilized
upon metal ion binding [20, 28, 29]. However, com-
putational study of metal-assisted phosphate hydrolysis
reactions is very challenging due to the large size, high
charge, and conformational flexibility of RNA. As
such, accurate theoretical study of these systems is
largely infeasible with many current conventional
techniques and models. A promising approach is to use
hybrid quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical
(QM/MM) methods [30, 31, 32, 33]. This technique
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uses an accurate but time-consuming quantum model
to study the detailed chemical transformations of the
active site. Meanwhile, the remainder of the system is
treated with a less accurate but more computationally
feasible classical empirical force field. The development
of a quantum model such as this for metal-assisted
phosphate hydrolysis reactions is an important step
towards the accurate theoretical study of ribozyme
systems. The objective of the present paper is to extend
the scope of previous theoretical studies of biological
phosphates and phosphoranes [10] to include a sys-
tematic study of the binding of Mg2+ ions to these and
other biological ligands, as well as to investigate the
structure and stability of di-metal bridge complexes
similar to those observed in ribozymes and polymerase
enzymes. These results offer valuable insight into the
structure and energetics of these metal ion interactions
and provide useful information for the construction of
accurate new quantum methods for use with QM/MM
modeling [34, 35] of biological reactions that involve
Mg2+ ions.

Methods

Gas-phase calculations

All calculations were performed with the GAUSSIAN
03 [36] package using Kohn-Sham density functional
theory (DFT) with the hybrid Becke three-parameter
exchange functional [37] and the Lee, Yang, Parr cor-
relation functional (B3LYP) [38]. Geometry optimiza-
tions were performed with the 6-31++G(d,p) basis set
[39] and stability conditions of the restricted closed shell
Kohn-Sham determinant for each final structure were
verified [40, 41]. Frequency calculations were performed
to establish the nature of all stationary points and allow
evaluation of the thermodynamic quantities of interest.
Electronic energies were further refined using the 6-
311++G(3df,2p) basis set, which is similar to that used
in the G2 [42] method.

Solvation calculations

Solvation effects were treated by single-point calcula-
tions based on the gas-phase optimized structures using
the polarizable continuum model (PCM) [43, 44, 45, 46]
and a variation of the conductor-like screening model
(COSMO) [47, 48, 49] as implemented in GAUSSIAN
03.

The solvation free energy, DGsol, is defined as:

DGsol ¼ Gaq � Ggas ð1Þ

where Ggas and Gsol are the molecular free energies in
the gas phase and in solution, respectively. In the
present work the approximation is made that the gas-
phase geometry, entropy, and thermal corrections to
the enthalpy do not change upon solvation. The

practical reason for introducing this approximation
resides in the difficulty and considerable computational
cost associated with obtaining stationary points and
Hessians with the boundary element solvation methods.
Within these approximations, the solvation energy is
given by:

DGsol ¼ E Wsol½ � þ Esol qsol½ �ð Þ � E Wgas

� �
ð2Þ

where E[Ygas] and E[Ysol] are the the Kohn-Sham energy
functionals that take as arguments the Kohn-Sham
single-determinant wavefunction optimized in the gas
phase (Ygas) and in solution (Ysol), and Esol[qsol] is the
solvation energy that takes as argument the polarized
electron density in solution qsol(r) (which can be derived
from Ysol).

In the PCM and COSMO models, the solvation en-
ergy functional Esol[qsol] can be written as:

Esol q½ � ¼ 1
2

R
qðrÞvRFðrÞ d3r �

P

a
ZavRFðRaÞ

� �

þ Gdisp�repul þ Gcav

ð3Þ

where vRF(r) is the solvent reaction-field potential, Za is
the nuclear charge of atom a located at position Ra. The
factor of 1/2 in Eq. 3 results from the linear-response
nature of the dielectric models, and the Gdis–repul and
Gcav represent the dispersion-repulsion and cavitation
contributions, respectively [44].

The cavitation term is computed using an expression
obtained from scaled particle theory [50] with a cavity
constructed from the UAKS radii [51]. The dispersion-
repulsion term is calculated according to the prescrip-
tion described by Floris et al. [52] with a solvent acces-
sible surface that is constructed from the UAKS radii
plus a solvent probe radius of 1.385 Å.

The difference between the PCM and COSMO
methods used here resides in the way in which the
solvent reaction field potential vRF(r) is generated (see
[44] and [47] for details). In the case of the PCM
model, a cavity of unit dielectric is surrounded by a
linear isotropic polarizable continuum of dielectric
constant �, the reaction field potential for which is
solved numerically using a boundary element method
[43, 51, 53, 54]. In the conductor-like screening model
[55], a similar dielectric problem that involves a sur-
rounding conductor (�=¥) is solved, in the present
case using a variation of the PCM method [47], and the
resulting reaction-field potential is corrected approxi-
mately for the finite external dielectric � [55, 56]. All
PCM and COSMO calculations were carried out using
the B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p) level of theory (the
same level as the gas-phase single points) using the gas-
phase optimized geometries.

Thermodynamic quantities

For the energetic analysis, the results are broken down
into their thermodynamic contributions (see Introduc-
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tion). The breakdown of the key thermodynamics rela-
tions and energy components in the gas phase are
summarized below:

G ¼ H � TS ð4Þ

H ¼ U þ RT ð5Þ

U ¼ E0 þ Evib þ Erot þ Etrans ð6Þ

E0 ¼ Eelec þ ENNð Þ þ EZPV ¼ E þ EZPV ð7Þ

where G, U, H, S, and T are the Gibbs free energy,
internal energy, enthalpy, entropy, and absolute tem-
perature, respectively, R is the universal gas constant,
and Eelec, ENN, EZPV, Evib, Erot, and Etrans are the elec-
tronic energy, nuclear–nuclear repulsion energy, zero-
point vibrational energy, thermal vibrational energy
correction, rotational and translational energy compo-
nents, respectively. The expression for the enthalpy
(Eq. 5) assumes the ideal gas law for a mole of particles.
The internal energy and entropy were derived from
standard statistical mechanical expression for separable
vibrational, rotational, and translational contributions
within the harmonic oscillator, rigid rotor, ideal gas/
particle-in-a-box models in the canonical ensemble [57].
The standard state is for a mole of particles at T=298 K
and 1 atm pressure (V=RT/P). All quantities above
except E0, Eelec, and EZPV have explicit temperature
dependence.

Results and discussion

Structure

Aqueous Mg2+ cations are generally found with six li-
gands bound in an octahedral manner [58, 59]. Of the
four most abundant biological cations (Na+, K+, Ca2+,
Mg2+), Mg2+ is the smallest in size and chemically
hardest. While the coordination of Mg2+ with H2O li-
gands is relatively well studied [58, 59, 60, 61], Mg2+

complexes with phosphates and phosphorane ligands
relevant for RNA catalysis are less well characterized. In
this paper, quantum results for a large dataset of Mg2+

complexes with biologically relevant ligands are pre-
sented, including H2O, dimethyl phosphate (DMP�),
ethylene phosphate (EP�), methyl(ethylene)phosphora-
ne (EPA2�), HO�, CH3O

�, and CH3COO�. These metal
binding interactions are often crucial to phosphate
hydrolysis reactions in biological systems [62, 63, 64, 65].
The dataset is analyzed in terms of molecular structures
and thermodynamic quantities in gas and aqueous
phase.

Mg(II) coordination with H2O and OH�

Average gas-phase optimized Mg2+–O and O–H dis-
tances for a Mg2+ ion coordinated with various num-
bers of water molecules were calculated (Table S1 in

Supplementary material). The average Mg2+–O distance
increases linearly with increasing water coordination
from a minimal value of 1.938 Å for coordination with
one water to 2.111 Å when fully coordinated with six
water molecules (an increase of 0.173 Å). The gas-phase
optimized coordination distances are slightly larger than
those of other theoretical studies [58, 59, 60, 61], in part
due to the inclusion of diffuse functions in the basis set
used for the geometry optimization in the present work.
The average gas-phase optimized coordination distance
for hexacoordinated Mg2+ is slightly larger than the
value obtained from X-ray diffraction experiments that
estimate a value of 2.09 Å [66]. Re-optimization of the
fully coordinated Mg2+ complexes using implicit sol-
vation shows a systematic contraction of water coordi-
nation distance with the charge state of the system
compared with the gas-phase optimization, leading to an
average value of 2.081 Å for [Mg(H2O)6]

2+ with the
PCM and COSMO solvation models, in closer agree-
ment with experiment. Figure 1 shows the binding en-
ergy results for successive water additions to Mg2+.
These results compare well with other computational
studies performed at a similar level of theory and are
slightly higher in energy than results seen for studies
using a MP2 or MP3 method [58, 59, 61, 67].

Substitution of H2O with OH� in the first coordina-
tion sphere of Mg2+ leads to an overall increase in the
Mg2+–OH2 coordination distance (0.020 Å and 0.093 Å
increase for single and double H2O/OH� substitutions,
respectively), as well as an increase in the average
Mg2+–OH coordination distance. This is due in part to
a Born ion-like contraction effect: the solvation energy
of a charged system will increase in magnitude as the

Fig. 1 Thermodynamic quantities for successive water additions
for the reaction [Mg(H2O)n�1]

2++H2O fi [Mg(H2O)n]
2+ (see

text)
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square of the total charge and as the inverse of the
effective radius (other factors being equal). Conse-
quently, solvation of a charged system will tend to favor
a reduced effective radius, and hence contraction of
coordination distance and O–H bond length. This con-
traction is most pronounced for [Mg(H2O)6]

2+, which
has the largest charge (data not shown). Coordination of
OH� is slightly tighter than that of H2O by around
0.175–0.200 Å, especially in the case of a single coordi-
nating hydroxide ion.

Biological ligand coordination to hydrated Mg(II)

Significant variations are seen in the coordination dis-
tances of biological ligands boundwithMg2+ (Table S1).
Water ligands have the largest Mg2+ coordination dis-
tance (2.111 Å). All other monodentate ligand substitu-
tions studied decrease in coordination distance between
�0.028 Å for [Mg(H2O)5(CH3CO2H)]2+ and �0.151 Å
for [Mg(H2O)5(OH)]+. The trend for monodentate
Mg2+–ligand coordination distances is:

OH� � �OCH3 < EPAH� < DMP� � EP� <
HPO4

2� � CH3COO� � H2PO4
� < EPA2� � EPH �

DMPH < H3PO4 < CH3COOH < H2O
In general, anionic ligands have tighter coordination

than neutral ligands, with smaller ligands such as OH�

coordinating the most tightly. Bidentate ligands have
much larger coordination distances than monodentate
ligands, increasing from 0.062 Å to 0.107 Å, which is
even more elongated than H2O.

Ligand-induced effects on Mg(II) structure

Upon binding to biological ligands, changes in the
geometry of hydrated Mg2+ are observed. In most cases,
H2O ligand substitution of hexa-hydrated Mg2+ ion
with another biological ligand causes the remaining H2O
ligands to bind less tightly (Table 1). The elongation of
water coordination distances caused by biological ligand
binding is correlated with the charge of the ligand: the
more negatively charged the ligand, the greater the
elongation. This effect is most pronounced for di-anionic
ligands, with an increase in H2O coordination distance
of up to 0.038 Å as seen for EPA2�. This is due in part
to steric effects from the larger, more negatively charged
ligand binding more tightly than the H2O ligand it re-
placed, thus causing a slight displacement of the other
bound H2O ligands.

Mg(II) binding-induced effects on phosphate structure

Binding of hydrated Mg2+ to phosphate ligands also
induces changes in the ligand geometry. Table S4 in the
Supplementary material contains observed P–O bond
lengths for the phosphate ligands studied. (A bridging
P–O bond is one which contains an oxygen atom bonded
between the a phosphorus and carbon atom. Non-

bridging refers to a P–O bond where the oxygen is either
bonded to no other atoms, or else is bonded to a single
hydrogen atom.) Whether protonated or unprotonated,
large decreases in the bond lengths of bridging P–O
bonds are observed when monodentate metal binding
occurs. The effect is most pronounced for anionic
phosphates, as in the case of [Mg(H2O)4(b-DMP)]+

which decreases �0.072 Å from the 1.677 Å seen for the
unbound phosphate. The effect is larger for cyclic EP�

complexes then for acyclic DMP� with the largest bond
contractions occurring for bidentate ligand binding. For
instance, in the case of bidentate EP� coordination to
Mg2+, the bridging P–O bond length is shortened by
�0.090 Å. There is no appreciable difference in the
amount of contraction seen for gauche-gauche (g-g)
versus gauche-trans (g-t) conformations of acyclic
DMP�. The overall length of bridging P–O bonds is
slightly larger in g-g conformations than in g-t confor-
mations. Unlike bridging phosphate P–O bonds, non-
bridging bonds undergo very little change upon binding
to Mg2+. However, the previously non-bridging P–O
bond, which coordinates with the hydrated Mg2+ upon
binding, shows a distinct change in character. Natural
bond order (NBO) analysis [68] reveals that metal
binding to this O–P bond causes its bond order to be
reduced by up to 0.25 units in the gas phase and 0.19
units in the aqueous phase, thus significantly lengthening
the bond. This effect is slightly more pronounced for
anionic phosphate ligands such as [Mg(H2O)5(DMP)]+,
which increases 0.036 Å from 1.504 Å to 1.540 Å.

Strong hydrogen bonding interactions between
phosphate ligands and hydrated Mg2+ occurred only for

Table 1 Geometries of Mg(H2O)5 complexes with biological li-
gands

Molecule Mg2þ � � �OH2O
Å
� � Mg2+ Æ Æ Æ L

(Å)
Mg2+

[Mg(H2O)6]
2+ 2.111(0.000) 2.111 -

[Mg(H2O)5(CH3CO2H)]2+ 2.110(0.009) 2.083 0.00
[Mg(H2O)5(H3PO4)] 2.118(0.011) 2.039 32.41
[Mg(H2O)5(DMPHg–g)]

2+ 2.122(0.004) 2.033 54.80

[Mg(H2O)5(EPH)]2+ 2.117(0.011) 2.029 2.88
[Mg(H2O)5(OH)]1+ 2.131(0..018) 1.956 -
[Mg(H2O)5(OCH3)]

1+ 2.133(0.021) 1.960 -
[Mg(H2O)5(EPAH)]1+ 2.124(0.023) 1.982 28.26
[Mg(H2O)5(DMPg–g)]

1+ 2.124(0.016) 2.005 49.01
[Mg(H2O)5(EP)]

1+ 2.125(0.021) 2.007 45.52
[Mg(H2O)5(CH3CO2)]

1+ 2.115(0.041) 2.015 0.62
[Mg(H2O)5(H2PO4)]

1+ 2.122(0.009) 2.016 7.45
[Mg(H2O)5(HPO4)] 2.136(0.031) 2.013 15.87
[Mg(H2O)5(EPA)] 2.149(0.037) 2.029 21.50
[Mg(H2O)4(b–DMPg–g)]

1+ 2.118(0.038) 2.112(0.003) 16.92
[Mg(H2O)4(b–EP)]

1+ 2.120(0.032) 2.089(0.009) 0.07
[Mg(H2O)4(b–EPA)] 2.125(0.026) 2.091(0.068) 0.38

Shown above are the average Mg2+-water and biological ligand
coordination distances. For DMP compounds, the subscript g-g
indicates the gauche-gauche conformation. Deviations are shown
in parentheses. ‘‘Mg2+ ’’’ refers to the Mg2+ angle out of plane
with the surface defined by the O-P-O or O-C-O angle formed with
the non-bridging oxygen and coordinating oxygen atoms
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[Mg(H2O)5(DMP)]2+ and [Mg(H2O)5(EP)]
+ (Fig. 2).

Weaker interactions were also seen for all other
monodentate Mg2+ phosphate complexes. In each case,
hydrogen bonding occurred at one of the non-bridging
oxygen positions. Weak hydrogen bonding is usually
found at one of the bridging oxygen positions as well,
except when Mg2+ is deprotonated as in
[Mg(H2O)4(OH)(DMP)]+. Bidentate phosphate ligands
did not form hydrogen bonds with Mg2+ water ligands,
possibly because the phosphate ligand is sufficiently
stabilized by the double ligand binding interaction.

Mg(II) binding-induced effects on phosphorane structure

In the gas phase, di-anionic EPA2� is unstable due to its
high negative charge [10, 69]. However, theoretical cal-
culations of structure and thermodynamic data have
been carried out for mono-anionic and neutral phos-
phoranes in other work [10, 70, 71]. Binding to hydrated
Mg2+ stabilizes this and other phosphorane ligands
through direct coordination and hydrogen bonding be-
tween Mg2+ water ligands and phosphorane oxygens.

The length of endocyclic axial O–P bonds is sensitive to
the hydrogen bonding environment (Fig. 3). In cases
where a hydrogen bond is present, the O–P axial bond is
stabilized and elongated. An example of this is seen for
the complex of [Mg(H2O)5(EPAH)]+, which was opti-
mized in two different conformations, one that involved
hydrogen bonding to the endocyclic axial oxygen and
one that involved hydrogen bonding to the exocyclic
axial oxygen. In the former case, the endocyclic O–P
bond is elongated to 1.938 Å (Table 2), while in the
latter case it is contracted 0.195 Å to 1.743 Å. The same
effect is seen for the exocyclic axial bond as well with the
O–P bond increasing from 1.650 Å to 1.740 Å when a
hydrogen bond at this location is present.

For protonated phosphoranes, large contractions in
the bridging equatorial P–O bonds occur upon Mg2+

binding. In the case of [Mg(H2O)5(EPAH)]+, this con-
traction is as much as �0.066 Å. While gas-phase opti-
mization of EPA2� was not possible for comparison,
PCM solution-phase optimization predicted an equato-
rial bridging O–P bond length of 1.714 Å for unbound

Bridging/non-bridging distinguishes between oxygens which are
bridged between a P and C atom versus an O which is bonded only
to P (or in the case of neutral phosphates bound to H as well).

EPA½ �2�aq optimization was preformed using the PCM solvation

model (see text). (›) or (fl) indicate the orientation of the proton on

the non-bridging O relative to the ethylene ring. Columns headed
by HB indicate the presence (+) or absence (-) of a hydrogen bond
between a Mg2+-water and the phosphorane oxygen. Deviations
are shown in parentheses. Subscripts exo/endo distinguish which
axial oxygen atom is hydrogen bonded

Table 2 Geometries of phosphorane complexes with hydrated Mg2+ binding (Å)

equatorial axial

bridging non-bridging endo-cyclic exo-cyclic

Molecule P-O(C) P�O Hð Þ
�
P�::O HB P-O:Mg P-O HB P-O HB

P�O Hð Þ
�
P�::O 1.716 1.547 - - 1.946 - 1.803 -

[Mg(H2O)5(EPA)] 1.665 1.572 + 1.574 1.744 - 1.874 +
[Mg(H2O)4(b-EPA)] 1.651 - - 1.567 1.901 + 1.768 +
[Mg(H2O)3(OH)(b-EPA)]1– 1.673 - - 1.550 1.981 + 1.778 +
[EPAH2] 1.653 1.630 - - 1.727 - 1.674 -
[EPAH]–(›) 1.706 1.661 - - 1.893 - 1.715 -
[EPAH]–(fl) 1.714 1.665 - - 1.779 - 1.790 -
Mg H2Oð Þ5 EPAHð Þ
� �1þ

exo
1.641 1.693 + 1.547 1.743 - 1.740 +

Mg H2Oð Þ5 EPAHð Þ
� �1þ

endo
1.626 1.679 + 1.540 1.938 + 1.649 -

[Mg(H2O)4(OH)(EPAH)] 1.663 1.642 - 1.542 1.827 + 1.705 -

Fig. 2 [Mg(HOH)5(DMP)]+ and [Mg(HOH)4(b-DMP)]+ struc-
tures Fig. 3 [Mg(HOH)5(EPA)] and [Mg(HOH)5(b-EPA)] structures
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EPA2�, which suggests that a similar contraction occurs
for di-anionic phosphoranes in solution as well.

Coordination distances for di-anionic and mono-
anionic phosphoranes are shown in Table 2. A recent
high-resolution (1.2 Å) crystal structure of b-phospho-
glucomutase [72] showed Mg2+ bound to a di-anionic
phosphorane at a distance of 2.16 Å, which is close to
the distance of 2.03 Å observed for [Mg(HOH)5(EPA)]
in this study.

Thermodynamic quantities

Table 3 lists thermodynamic quantities for ligand sub-
stitution reactions that involve replacement of a bio-
logical ligand coordinated to a hydrated Mg2+ with a
water molecule. Understanding which factors make
binding to phosphates and phosphoranes more favor-
able offers many insights into how and why metal
binding to nucleic acids occurs.

Ligand substitution reactions

In this section, ligand substitution reactions are exam-
ined of the form:

½Mg(H2O)6]
2þ þ Lq - ! [Mg(H2O)5(L)]

2�q þH2O

ð8Þ

In the gas phase, binding of a negatively charged
ligand to penta-hydrated Mg2+ is highly favorable. The
smaller and more negatively charged the ligand, the

more favorable the water ligand substitution. For
example, Mg2+ binding to �2 charged EPA2� is most
favorable and hydroxide, which has a higher charge
density due to its small size and hardness, is more
strongly stabilized by Mg2+ binding than larger or
more neutral ligands. Reactions involving neutral li-
gand binding to Mg2+ have considerably more positive
free energy than negatively charged ligands, however,
the binding interaction is still favorable in the gas
phase. In comparison with other biological ligands
having a �1 charge, phosphates have less affinity for
binding to Mg2+ than smaller ligands such as OH�

and CH3O
�. Phosphorane ligands of similar charge,

although larger in size, have a more negative free en-
ergy than phosphates, in part due to the variety of
hydrogen bonding interactions formed upon Mg2+

binding as was discussed above. Cyclic phosphate
compounds have a less positive entropic contribution
than acyclic ones, whether bound or unbound to
hydrated Mg2+.

Substitutions in which a monodentate ligand dis-
places a H2O ligand to bind Mg2+ bidentate are unfa-
vorable in the gas phase. While the entropic contribution
of the water displacement is highly favorable due to a
chelate effect, the internal energy is very unfavorable due
to increased structural strain. For phosphate ligands,
this internal energy is sufficiently positive to prevent a
favorable free energy of reaction (Table 3). For phos-
phorane binding, the smaller equatorial O–P–O angle of
[Mg(H2O)5(b-EPA)] permits a slightly more favorable
internal energy of binding and weakly negative free
energy in the gas phase.

Mono-dentate reactions are of the form [Mg(H2O)6]
2++L–q

fi [Mg(H2O)5(L)]
2–q+H2O and bi-dentate reactions are of the

form [Mg(H2O)5(L)]
–q fi [Mg(H2O)4(b-L)]

–q+H2O where b-L
indicates a ligand bound bi-dentate to Mg2+. Due to the instability
of [EPA]2– in the gas phase, the structure was first optimized using

the PCM solvation model (see text). Single point energies were then
calculated for the optimized structure in the gas phase. Columns
headed with PCM and COSMO indicate DGaq single point calcu-
lations performed with the PCM and COSMO solvation models

Table 3 Ligand substitution energies (kcal/mol)

Gas phase properties DGaq

L DE DH –TDS DG PCM COSMO

mono-dentate reactions
CH3COOH –12.93 –13.49 1.33 –12.16 6.18 5.59
H3PO4 –22.56 –23.28 1.41 –21.86 1.93 1.67
DMPH –28.77 –29.33 1.34 –27.99 5.47 4.60
EPH –29.19 –29.63 1.37 –28.26 1.08 1.43
OH– –229.69 –230.03 –0.36 –230.39 –4.45 6.23
CH3O

– –218.66 –217.17 0.52 –216.65 –7.47 –0.18
CH3COO– –203.76 –204.78 2.22 –202.56 –5.81 –0.88
EPAH– –205.14 –204.47 4.09 –200.38 –6.96 –2.84
EP– –197.98 –198.15 3.86 –194.29 –5.61 –2.37
H2PO4

– –196.06 –196.58 2.52 –194.06 –6.21 –3.48
HPO4

2– –396.14 –398.62 6.08 –392.53 –6.97 1.04
EPA2– –395.72 394.63 5.78 –388.86 –6.12 4.79
bi-dentate reactions
b-DMP– 18.42 16.98 –11.23 5.75 –0.13 –0.94
b-EP– 14.51 13.22 –11.46 1.77 –5.54 –5.95
b-EPA2– 8.31 7.25 –11.07 –3.82 –8.71 –9.13
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The DGsol (see Eq. 1) for the ligand substitution
reactions in Table 3 were highly positive for all but the
monodentate to bidentate substitutions, destabilizing
the DGaq values relative to the DGgas values. There is a
large variation in the DGsol for some complexes solvated
with the PCM versus the COSMO methods. This is due
to the error in solvation energy calculated by the implicit
solvation model for some ligands. Small, negatively
charged ligands showed the largest deviations from
experimental values. Hydroxide, for instance, has a
DGsol of �100.17 kcal/mol for PCM and �109.90 kcal/
mol for COSMO, and methoxide has a DGsol of
�80.59 kcal/mol for PCM and �87.22 kcal/mol for
COSMO. The experimental values [73] for DGsol of these
two ligands are �110 kcal/mol and �95 kcal/mol,
respectively.

Lg2+ binding to deprotonated phosphates and other
mono-anionic ligands are stable in aqueous solution,
while deprotonated phosphorane is unstable according
to the COSMO model. This may be due once again to
the high stability of such a negatively charged ligand
when unbound in solution. Bidentate bound ligands
change from being unstable in the gas phase to stable in
solution. Solvation partially alleviates repulsion between
negatively charged ligands in close proximity. Phos-
phorane ligand binding, which is unfavorable when
bound monodentate, is more favorable compared with
other solvated complexes when bound bidentate.

Bridging di-metal Mg(II) ion complexes

Under considerable debate for many metal-dependent
ribozymes is the question of how many and in what way
metal ions play a chemical versus a structural role.
Mechanisms for the group I intron, RNase P, and
hammerhead ribozymes have all been proposed to have
more than one metal ion directly participating in catal-
ysis [22, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78]. X-ray crystallography of a
freeze-trapped hammerhead ribozyme intermediate [79]
identified six possible Mg2+ ion binding positions. Two
of these positions were located very near the active site
and were suggested to be involved with the required 2¢-
OH deprotonation of nucleotide C17 [64, 79]. However,
none of the hammerhead structures in the original
crystallographic study [79], including that of the freeze-
trapped intermediate, had the 2¢-hydroxide poised for
in-line nucleophilic attack to the scissile phosphate.
Further pioneering work was able to capture the ribo-
zyme–product complex [80] and a chemically trapped
‘‘late intermediate’’ [81] that does have the 2¢-hydroxide
positioned for nucleophilic attack. These structures,
along with a wealth of other biophysical and biochem-
ical data [19], have lead to the suggestion that there is a
critical pH-dependent conformational change that must
occur [82], and that this conformational step might be
the rate-controlling step of ribozyme cleavage. Although
it has been further suggested that deprotonation at the
2¢-position might trigger the conformational change [81],

all the pH-dependent factors that might influence the
conformational step have not been conclusively identi-
fied. Moreover, questions remain as to the specific role
played by the metal ions in both the conformational and
chemical steps of the reaction, since their positions are in
some cases significantly different in the different crys-
tallographic structures that represent different steps
along the catalytic path. For the chemical step, models
have been proposed for both a single-metal and double-
metal ion mechanisms [83, 84]. One model that has been
recently proposed for the chemically active ribozyme
involves a single metal ion that bridges the A9 residue
and a non-bridging oxygen of the scissile phosphate [85,
86]. Another suggests a di-metal complex bridged by a
hydroxide, based on the 4.25 Å distance between Mg2+

sites 1 and 6 in the Scott et al. [79] 301D crystal struc-
ture. These largely experimental studies have been
complemented by molecular dynamics simulations that
model the di-metal bridge structure. One such study,
based on empirical molecular simulation force fields,
suggested that without a l-bridging OH� placed be-
tween these two ions, electrostatic repulsion would lead
to their dissociation [87, 88]. Upon a flip of the ribose
pucker from C3¢-endo to C2¢-endo the di-Mg2+ complex
was in a position such that the OH� could act as a base
to aid in the 2¢-OH deprotonation [88].

The present work directly characterizes the structure
and stability of di-Mg2+ complexes based on high-level
density-functional calculations, and confirms the
requirement that a di-Mg2+ bridge complex is stable in
the presence of a l-bridging hydroxide, but unstable in
the presence of a l-bridging water molecule. This result
may be significant since the p Ka of such a di-Mg2+

complex is expected to be considerably lower than that
of a single Mg2+ ion, and protonation at the l-bridging
hydroxide position (in the absence of other stabilizing
factors) would lead to dissociation of the complex. It is
noteworthy that the Mg2+ ion bound to the pro-R
oxygen (site 6) in the crystallographic structure of the
freeze-trapped intermediate [79], which is suspected to
form a di-metal bridge with a Mg2+ located 4.25 Å
away (site 1), occurs only at elevated pH (8.5) and is not
present in the lower pH ‘‘ground state’’ structure. It is
possible, therefore, that at lower pH a l-bridging
hydroxide between these metal ions becomes proton-
ated, leading to destabilization of the di-metal complex
and Mg2+ binding at the site 6 position. Although the
di-metal bridge complexes are predicted to bind more
strongly with mono-anionic phosphates and phosphor-
anes than single Mg2+ ions, the calculated binding
affinity of a single Mg2+ ion is sufficiently strong that a
single-metal mechanism that occurs via direct inner-
sphere coordination to the non-bridging pro-R oxygen,
as supported by recent spectroscopic evidence [17],
cannot be discounted.

To better understand how a di-Mg2+ complex might
facilitate phosphate hydrolysis reactions, the structure,
stability, and binding energy of di-Mg2+ complexes are
examined and compared to those of a single metalion.
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Structure

Ligand coordination distances (Table 4) to the di-Mg2+

complexes studied are larger than for the single Mg2+

complexes, ranging from 0.04 Å to 0.08 Å longer. The
average water coordination distance to Mg2+ increased
also from 0.02 Å to 0.04 Å. Hydroxide, the tightest
binding ligand for both the single and di-Mg2+ com-
plexes, bound 0.067 Å less tightly for the di-Mg2+

complex. Di-Mg2+ complexes with anionic ligand
binding have slighter contractions, relative to single
Mg2+ ion complexes, than neutral ligands. This derives
from a combination of higher charge and hydrogen
bonding interactions present in these systems (Fig. 4).
Each hydrogen bond a Mg2+-bound water makes with a
phosphate oxygen results in a small amount of electron
density transfer to the water, which then causes a de-
crease in coordination distance with Mg2+. All of the
phosphate-bound di-Mg2+ complexes studied have be-
tween 2–4 hydrogen bond interactions present, resulting
in a smaller average water coordination distance overall
for the di-Mg2+ complexes (Table 4).

Changes in phosphate geometry (Table S7) induced
by Mg2+ binding were in most cases similar between
single- and di-Mg2+ complexes. The largest difference
was seen in the magnitude of the Mg2+ coordinating P–
O bond for [Mg(HOH)5-(l-OH)-Mg(HOH)4(EP)]

2+, in
which hydrogen bonding interactions play a significant
role in ligand stabilization. For this complex, the

coordinating oxygen is hydrogen bonded with a Mg2+-
bound water as well (Fig. 4), resulting in a P–O bond
that is 0.03 Å larger than for [Mg(HOH)5-(l-OH)-
Mg(HOH)4(DMP)]2+. A unique hydrogen bonding
interaction is seen for [Mg(HOH)5-(l-OH)-Mg(HOH)4
(DMP)]2+ as well, in which the ligand is stabilized by
two separate Mg2+ waters. The resulting constrained
geometry caused by this double interaction may be
responsible for the significant deviation of 0.04 Å seen
between the ligand coordination distance of
[Mg(HOH)5-(l-OH)-Mg(HOH)4(DMP)]2+ as com-
pared with [Mg(HOH)5-(l -OH)-Mg(HOH)4(EP)]

2+.

Energies

Ligand substitution reactions with water for the di-
Mg2+ complexes studied are more favorable than for
single Mg2+ complexes in both the gas and aqueous
phases. Relative free energy differences between com-
peting ligand substitutions are more favorable as well.
For example, while the gas-phase free energy difference
between EP� ligand substitution and OH� substitution
is only �36.1 kcal/mol when bound to a single Mg2+

ion, the energy difference increases to �43.5 kcal/mol
for di-Mg2+ binding (Tables 3 and 5). Likewise, the
energy difference between DMPH and DMP� binding
increases from �168.9 kcal/mol for single Mg2+ com-
plexes to �223.2 kcal/mol for di-Mg2+ complexes.

Table 4 Geometries of hydrated di-Mg2+ complexes with biological ligand binding (Å)

L–q P�O Hð Þ
�
P�::O Mg2+ÆÆl-OH MgÆÆL Mg2+ÆÆMg2+ Mg2+ÆÆOHÆÆMg2+

H2O 2.155(0.032) 2.033(0.000) 2.155 3.97 155.58
DMPHg-g 2.152(0.036) 2.012(0.000) 2.112 3.79 139.65
EPH 2.152(0.036) 2.017(0.008) 2.113 3.79 139.89
OH– 2.154(0.023) 2.015(0.011) 2.023 3.57 124.85
DMP–

g-g 2.148(0.019) 2.022(0.009) 2.047 3.81 140.74
EP– 2.146(0.051) 2.016(0.017) 2.089 3.68 131.92
EPA2– 2.142(0.041) 2.048(0.014) 2.124 3.57 121.26

Structures are of the form [Mg(H2O)5-(l-OH)-Mg(H2O)4(L)]
3–q. For DMP compounds, the subscripts g-g indicates the gauche-gauche

conformation. Deviations are shown in parentheses

Fig. 4 [Mg(HOH)5-(l-OH)-
Mg(HOH)4(EP)]

2+ and
[Mg(HOH)5-(l-OH)-
Mg(HOH)4(EPA)]+ structures
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As found with single Mg2+ ion complexes, ligand
binding in aqueous solution is much less favorable than
in the gas phase. In many cases, ligand binding to di-
Mg2+ has a less favorable DGaq than single Mg2+

binding reactions. This is due in part to the increased
solvent stabilization of the uncomplexed di-Mg2+ sys-
tem. When a smaller ligand such as OH� is substituted,
a more favorable DGaq value of �6.70 kcal/mol for di-
Mg2+ ligand substitution is observed.

Conclusions

In this work, we have extended the study of divalent
metal ion binding with ligands relevant to phosphate
hydrolysis through theoretical investigation of Mg2+ ion
binding to phosphates, phosphoranes, and other bio-
logical ligands. Mg2+ binding was found to induce sig-
nificant geometry changes of both phosphate and
especially phosphorane structure. In the case of phos-
phates, large contractions of the bridging P–O bonds
were observed upon Mg2+ binding. Comparison of
crystal structures for the hammerhead ribozyme with
and without Mg2+ bound at the scissile phosphate [79]
do not show this trend. In the 301D crystal structure,
however, Mg2+ is coordinated to the pro-R oxygen at a
distance of 2.427 Å, which is much larger than the dis-
tance of 2.005 Å observed in the present study for
[Mg(HOH)5(DMP)]+. Furthermore, the higher resolu-
tion crystal structure of b-phosphoglucomutase [72]
shows Mg2+ bound to a di-anionic phosphorane at a
distance of 2.16 Å, which is close to the distance of
2.03 Å observed for [Mg(HOH)5(EPA)] in this study.

Hydrogen bonding interactions between the phos-
phate ligands and Mg2+ waters were present in many
cases, but were weak in most cases and appear to play a
relatively minor role in the overall complex stabilization.
In the case of phosphoranes, however, hydrogen bond-
ing interactions are important for stabilization of the
high charge of the non-bridging and axial oxygen atoms.
The presence or absence of a hydrogen bonding inter-
action at an exocyclic or endocyclic axial oxygen plays a
key role in the type of intermediate that is stabilized.
Hydrogen bonding at these positions lengthens the
corresponding P–O bond, thus stabilizing an interme-
diate of either ring cleavage or closure.

The di-anionic form of methyl(ethylene)phosphorane
(EPA2�) is unstable in the gas phase. When bound to
Mg2+, however, a highly stable complex is formed.
Some important differences exist for ligand binding be-
tween the gas and solution phases. In the gas phase, with
the exception of bidentate binding phosphates, all li-
gands have favorable substitution with a Mg2+ bound
water. In solution phase, neutral ligand substitutions
become unfavorable and bidentate binding becomes
favorable. Most mono-anionic ligand substitutions re-
main favorable, although to a considerably lower degree
than that seen in the gas phase. However, di-anionic
substitution reactions with ligands such as phosphorane
were predicted by COSMO to be unfavorable in solution
phase. Despite a very favorable free energy in the gas
phase, the solvation energy of the Mg2+ bound complex
is less favorable than for the ligand alone. This suggests
that phosphates may bind Mg2+ more strongly than
phosphoranes. In hammerhead ribozyme it is seen that
the active site bound Mg2+ is no longer present on the
product structure. This lower affinity for Mg2+ to
phosphorane could explain why the metal ion is released
as the transition state geometry of the reaction is
reached.

Bridging di-Mg2+ complexes have similar trends to
those seen for single Mg2+ complexes. Some variation in
degree of the effects due to binding was seen, however.
Ligand substitutions of Mg2+ waters with phosphates
were more favorable for di-Mg2+ complexes. Ligand
coordination distances as well tended to be larger than
those seen for the single Mg2+ complexes.

The results presented here provide quantitative in-
sight into the structure and stability of Mg2+ binding to
phosphate and phosphorane compounds relevant for the
study of RNA catalysis. Additionally, this work serves
to further the goal of developing new semi-empirical
Hamiltonians which can be applied to large-scale linear-
scaling electronic structure calculations of ribozyme
systems.
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Table 5 Di-metal ligand substitution energies (kcal/mol)

Gas phase properties DGaq

L DE DH –DTÆS DG PCM COSMO

DMPH –33.98 –34.12 4.51 –29.60 5.15 4.83
EPH –32.94 –32.97 4.17 –28.80 2.76 3.29
OH– –293.07 –293.19 4.19 –288.99 –23.58 –6.70
DMP– –258.53 –258.09 5.24 –252.85 –10.36 –6.36
EP– –253.51 –253.04 7.58 –245.46 –9.04 –3.91

Reactions are of the form [Mg(H2O)5-(l-OH)-Mg(H2O)5]
3++L–q fi [Mg(H2O)5-(l-OH)-Mg(H2O)4(L)]

3–q+H2O. Columns headed with
PCM and COSMO indicate DGaq single point calculations performed with the PCM and COSMO solvation models
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